Sato's idea of the asymmetric linking number is used in cyclic branched coverings to give an invariant of the cobordism of embedded surfaces in the 4-sphere.
A NOTE ON COBORDISM OF SURFACE LINKS IN S4
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Sato's idea of the asymmetric linking number is used in cyclic branched coverings to give an invariant of the cobordism of embedded surfaces in the 4-sphere.
In this article we consider the link cobordism of surface links in S1 . We work in the smooth category.
Let F = J U F be a link in S , where J, K are embedded, oriented connected surfaces. L is called semi-boundary [S] if each component bounds an embedded, orientable 3-manifold in S which misses the other component. Sato [S] defined the asymmetric linking number, denoted by alk(/, K), to be the nonnegative generator of the image of Hx (K : Z) -► Hx (S \J: Z) = Z. He proved that a link is semi-boundary iff alk(7 ,K) = 0 = alk(F, J), and being semi-boundary is preserved under link cobordism. We call two surface links F0 = J0 u F0 and Lx = Jx u Kx cobordant if there are disjointly embedded, orientable 3-manifolds C and F in S x I such that dC = J0 U (-/,), dE -F0 U (-F,), and C, E are homeomorphic to J0 x I, K0 x I, respectively, where we regard Li as lying in S x {/'}. A link is called null-cobordant if it is cobordant to the standardly embedded surfaces (which bound disjoint handlebodies) in S4. Thus alk can be regarded as the first obstruction to links being null-cobordant, and we focus on semi-boundary links from now on. The Sato-Levine invariant was defined [S] for semi-boundary links, and Cochran [C] defined the derived series of this invariant. In this paper we observe that the covering asymmetric linking number can be used as a link cobordism invariant and give examples of links with vanishing Sato-Levine invariant and trivial derivatives which belong to different cobordism classes.
Let F = J U F be a 2-component, oriented semi-boundary link. Consider the «-fold cyclic branched covering M of S along J, where n = pr is a prime power. Then there are n lifts A:0, ... , kn_x of K to M since F is semi-boundary. We can assume that A ¡ = t/c where x is the generator of covering translations. We regard « as 0 and n + 1 as 1, so that the indices of On the other hand, Cok(f -1 : H^X'^ : Z) -* H^X'^ : Z)) is isomorphic to H2(X'0O) ®A Z, where Z is regarded as A-module via the augmentation map A -> Z, t -► 1 [S-S] . Since H2(X) is torsion free, we have X (1) = ±1,7 = I, ... , m [S-S] . Then the same argument as Theorem 3 in [Sum] shows that Cok(t" -1 : TV,, : Q) -T(X'oo : Q)) = 0 (« = /).
The same is true for H^Y^, X'^) and we have H2(Yn , X'n : Q) = 0 (since H2ÍYoc>xL) is r-torsion), and hence i«,: H2(X'n : Q) -» H2(YH : Q) is an epimorphism. Since t-\ is an isomorphism on T(X'O0), the sequence 0 -» F(X'oo) Ai F(X'J -, H2(X') -, 0
shows that rankrF(X'^) = 2g where g is the genus of 7;. The same is true for Y^ and the similar exact sequences for t" -1 show that dimQ H2 (X'n ) = 
